Guns to use at the Goddard Cowboys Match.
At the Goddard Cowboys we are a different breed of cowboy club from what most people are
used to. I’d like to take some time and give some examples of allowable firearms at the
Goddard Cowboys.
To start off, if a gun is allowed in SASS, or in NCOWS, it is allowed here. Including such guns as
the USFA Omnipotent, revolver (not NCOWS legal), and the 1878 Colt DA revolver that the
Omni is based on (not SASS legal). I will give a list of guns that are legal at the Goddard
Cowboys. In no way is this list a complete list; it is merely a guideline. If you have a gun that I
haven’t listed, or haven’t mentioned, or a gun that I didn’t in a million years think you’d come
across, feel free to contact me, or just bring it with you to a match.
ML Roak, Match Director
Revolvers: Ruger Vaquero/Blackhawk, Colt 1873 Peacemaker and Clones (EAA, Uberti), Colt
C&B revolvers & Conversions (ex. 1851 & 1860), Remington 1858 C&B revolvers (Replicas &
Conversions), 1875 Remington revolvers, Colt 1877 Lightning & Thunderer revolvers, Colt 1892
DA revolver, Smith & Wesson break-top revolvers (SA & DA, large & small frames), Merwin &
Hulbert revolvers (DA & SA, large & small frame), LeMatt (C&B & conversions), 1895 Nagant
Revolvers (DA & SA).
Pistols: 1896 Broomhandle Mauser, 1896 Bergman, Colt 1900, Colt 1903 hammerless (32 or
380). Mare’s Leg lever actions. Volcanic Pistol (if such a beast is ever made).
Rifles: Winchester 1860, 1866, 1873, 1892, 1894 (in pistol caliber) or replicas thereof, Marlin
1892, 1894, Henry Bigboy, Colt Lightning or clones thereof, Colt Burgess or clones thereof,
Spencer Repeating carbines & rifles, Cattleman revolving Carbines (S&W, Colt & Remington
Patterns), Evans repeater.
Shotguns: Single shots, ejectors and/or extractors. Side x Side double barrel shotguns, .41010ga, ejectors and/or extractors, single & double triggers. Winchester 1887, 1893, 1897 or
clones thereof. Marlin hammered pump shotguns (if serviceable) , Spencer 1886 shotguns
(including Bannermans models).
It is the shooters responsibility to ensure that any gun they choose to use is in shootable
condition, and that the ammunition used is appropriate to the age or type of their unique or
antique firearms.

